
Dear Student Journalist, 
 
Thank you for joining the JEMUN Magazine Team.  We hope it will give you the opportunity to 
expand your design, layout, and journalism skills. To help you prepare for your role at JEMUN 
2018 we have two pre-conference assignments for you.   
 
What is the magazine? 
 
JEMUN Magazine brings the best of JEMUN Journalism together into one magazine, which is 
available in both print and digital formats.  Please take a look at last year’s magazine and ask 
yourself, “How can we make this better?” 
 
The magazine can be found here: 
 
https://view.joomag.com/jemun/M0188321001487573014  
 
What do you need to know before you start? 
 
1) This year’s colour palette is below.  It is a series of colours that complement the UN’s Healthy 
Not Hungry logo.


You will use these colours for banners, space fills, special fonts, borders, and framing.  Here is 
the palette:


2) For both of your pre-conference assignments and your work at the JEMUN conference, you 
will use the provided JOOMAG software.  JEMUN will send you an invitation to access and use 
the JOOMAG software. After accepting the JOOMAG software invitation, please start watching 
the video tutorials that are available within the software. After watching these videos, you will be 
ready to start your two pre-conference assignments .    
 

https://view.joomag.com/jemun/M0188321001487573014


Assignment #1: The Magazine Assignment 
Create 1 (one) cover page for the JEMUN Magazine! (See attached examples from 2017). 

Font choice: JEMUN Magazine uses a variety of fonts.  You can use any fonts you like for this 
assignment.


Here are the elements that must be included on your cover page:

 
1)  The issue:  JEMUN Magazine Summer 2018 

2) The Conference Theme: Healthy Not Hungry 

3) The JEMUN logo. (attached .png file)

4) The Committee Themes:
 

a) Closing the Gender Gap in Agriculture  
b) Improving Child Nutrition 
c) Security in East Africa  
d) WHO Strategy On HIV/AIDS
e) Health Promoting Schools   
f) The Fight Against Noncommunicable Diseases

5) Guest Speakers (in any order you like): 

Journalism speaker: Mr. Jay Hartwell  
Plenary speaker: Dr. Tomohiko Sugishita
Meeting #1 speaker: Ms. Aya Yamaguchi
Meeting #2 speaker: Dr. Tadashi Yasuda
Meeting #3 speaker: Ms. Natsuko Takenaka 
Meeting #4 speaker: Mr. Misaki Inaba  
Meeting #5 speaker: Dr. Jun Kobayashi
Meeting #6 speaker: Dr. Sayaka Horiguchi

6) A background photo or picture.

 
This picture must be a free-to-use, public domain photo, or one you have taken yourself. 
If possible it should relate to Japan and to the conference theme: Healthy Not Hungry.  Please 
use a very large, high-resolution photo, this is important for the print version of the magazine.


Assemble these elements and make a magazine cover.  Save your designed cover as a PDF and 
e-mail it to your advisor, Robert Dunn (robertopithecus@gmail.com ) and the JEMUN Organizing 
Committee (jemunconference@gmail.com). They will offer you some feedback.


mailto:robertopithecus@gmail.com
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Assignment #2: A Magazine Page  
Your assignment is to use the JOOMAG software to create a page for the JEMUN Magazine!

Font choice: JEMUN Magazine uses a variety of fonts.  You can use any fonts you like for this 
assignment.  For the body of the article please use a size 12 font.


 
Here are the elements that should be included on your page:

 
1)  A title of your choice. 

2) The article about shiitake mushrooms by Eric McPseudonym. 

3)Your choice of photos.
You can use the attached photos, or find public domain photos.  If you use public domain 

photos make sure they are large and high resolution (this is important for the print version of the 
magazine.)

Don’t forget to caption your photos so the readers know what they’re looking at, and 
attribute the photographer. If it’s a public use photo attribute the source (wiki commons, google, 
etc.)  Here’s an example from The Guardian: 

4) A video: Here’s a video of a shiitake farm in Japan.

https://youtu.be/dx56dtTgL-A 
 
Please integrate this Youtube video into your designed page using a QR code. Please use the 
website QRCODE MONKEY (https://www.qrcode-monkey.com) to make a QR code for the above 
video. 

https://youtu.be/dx56dtTgL-A
https://www.qrcode-monkey.com


5) Assemble all of these elements and make a magazine page. Save your designed page as a 
PDF and e-mail it to your advisor, Robert Dunn (robertopithecus@gmail.com ) and the JEMUN 
Organizing Committee (jemunconference@gmail.com). They will offer you some feedback.


 
We look forward to seeing your work!
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